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OVERVIEW
Arcade Finance is a game-oriented token created by players for players! Games 
in the cryptographic world are an untapped market with enormous potential.

We know from experience and research that there is a desire within the industry 
to �ndinnovative ways to harness the power of encryption.

Here at Arcade we are focusing on delivering two worlds classroom experiences: 
First, an investor-friendly token contract that carries tokenomics RFI advantage 
every transaction includes a redistribution fee, giving back to the community.

We see this is a �rst step to building better investor con�dence. and long-term 
returns. Second, we are building a top notch web application for game fans 
from all over the world. Where will you present content from partner creators 
and fans of the NFT community on the platform.
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THE VISION
We started arcade to unite the gaming community, content creators and game 
developers and conquer the gaming world.

Our platform brings true NFT functionality to the gaming world, and combines it 
with the latest in DeFi yield generation, personalized Gamer Center, integrated 
streams, lotteries, game keys and much more. We want the gaming community 
to experience the full potential that crypto has to o�er, and can’t wait to share 
our plans with you.

The $Arcade token lies at the very heart of the Arcade ecosystem and powers 
every aspect of the platform. Essential Utility include; purchasing/listing NFTs, 
creator support, live stream integration, yield farming through the liquidity pool, 
lottery tickets, buy back and access to gaming discounts.
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 The team behind Acarde has was fully publicized.

Arcade is headed by CEO Brian Smith, a developer and crypto day trader. In support, 
Andrew Morgan o�ers his vast experience in systems and in particular platform 
development.

He and his team will build Gamer Center. Piter Cohan runs businesses development 
and Ronald Riggs oversees marketing, with Adam and Je� leading our community 
and merchandise operations.

Arcade gathered a experienced team with a wide range of specialization.

THE TEAM
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Arcade Finance ($Arcade) is a de�ationary BEP20 token from the Binance Smart Chain.

The Arcade token launched with a �xed supply of 1 Billion tokens. This supply will only 
ever decrease, as outlined in the Tokenomics section. Snapshot of token release:

 

- 10% burn
-  5% airdrops
- 10% Staking 
- 10% Events 
- 15% buy back
- 15%  CEx listing
- 33% presale
- 17% liquidity

• Contract veri�ed on BSC Scan
0x8098e32db2813519568D65c8158952A03Dc9a5Ae

Passive income:
• All holders receive passive income due to the re�ection token system.
• 2% of each transaction is distributed to whoever has Arcade in their wallet 

THE TOKEN
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- Supply: 1 Billion

- Name: Arcade Finance (Arcade)

- Blockchain: BSC BEP20

- 10% will be burned on launch.

We introduce manual burns at yet to be determined milestones:

Arcade Finance ($Arcade) is a decentralized and de�ationary open
source project created to help bring new players into the world of
cryptocurrencies. Arcade de�ationary property works to progressively
reduce supply with a view to increasing long-term value. We do this
with your 10% Redistribution rate on each itemized transaction, it looks
like this:

• And we then reward our holders with a 2% of each transaction.

• 8% Marketing wallet

• Automatic burning upon coin creation.

THE TOKENOMICS



THE ARCADE CENTER
Exclusive content, premium creator partnerships, NFTs – A gaming / crypto 
match made in heaven.

The Acarde Center o�ers unparalleled connectivity between content 
creators and fans. Watch, stream and build an audience while reaping the 
rewards of Arcade. Participate in tournaments, or cheer on your favorite 
clan, all from one place – the Arcade Center.

Content creators, selling NFTs has never been so easy! Connect to your 
preferred platform and turn your back-catalogue into NFTs with a few clicks 
of a button. What’s more, each time your NFT changes hands, you’ll be 
rewarded with a small percentage of the sale passive income Arcade style!

All transactions on the Arcade site include a transaction fee to the com-
pany. This will be determined at a later date.
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PURCHASING NFTs
Digital art, songs, memes, recipes, and even entire startups are currently 
listed for sale on NFT marketplaces. There are currently very few restrictions 
as to what kind of content can be "tokenized" and turned into an NFT. Here 
at Arcade, we are focused on the gaming market, and want to create an 
accessible and seamless NFT experience for content creators and gamers. 
The technology is still in its infancy making this the perfect time to enter 
the market, as demand for digital art continues to grow.

Users will connect their wallet to our marketplace, or create a new wallet.
Users will need to have some Arcade tokens loaded into their wallet to 
make a transaction.

Once the above steps have been completed, the user is ready to trade 
within the Arcade NFT Hub.

NFTs will be an aggregated list of connected creators' social “footprint”, 
meaning if a creator has connected their Twitch account, they will be 
presented with the option to quickly tokenize any or all of their catalogue.

A list of purchased NFTs will be available inside the user dashboard, where 
they will have the option to trade the NFT on. We are exploring the ability 
for the original creator to have a perpetual “kick back” from all future trades.
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 Acarde have signed a software
development agreement to
produce a world class application
for gamers and content creators to meet, 
follow and support one another.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
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ROADMAP
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4 1
2 3

QUARTER 2023

- Team and developer training
- Project elaboration
- Community creation
- Identity creation

QUARTER 2024

- Contract Creation
- Presale start
- Token Release
- Listing in CG, CMC and CEX

QUARTER 2024

- New Partnerships
- Bitmart Listing
- Game Tournaments
- App Creation

QUARTER 2024

- New Partnerships
- Events
- Reducing the token
- Supply Through Burns
- Coinbase Listing
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The Arcade token has no monetary value and its only intended use is to act as a means 
to facilitate the equitable transfer of digital assets and provide an alternative liquidity 
function for others to do the same, all within the Arcade Center when it is developed. 
Also, the Arcade token is a highly speculative digital asset with no intrinsic value.

There is no guarantee that the purchase of Arcade will produce any pro�t. The platform 
is currently under active development. The information provided on this WHITEPAPER 
does not constitute investment advice, �nancial advice, trading advice or any other 
type of advice and you should not consider the content of this WHITEPAPER as such.

Do your own due diligence and consult your �nancial advisor before making any 
investment decision. By purchasing Arcade, and you agree that the team can not be 
held liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team presents 
the token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or service. You should have 
no expectations of any kind towards Arcade and its team. Always make sure you are in 
compliance with your local laws and regulations before making any purchase.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

BSC Contract: https://bscscan.com/address/0x8098e32db2813519568D65c8158952A03Dc9a5Ae#code
Website: https://arcade�nance.net
Telegram: https://t.me/ArcadeFinanceO�cial
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Arcade_Finance_
Chart: https://www.dexview.com/bsc/0x8098e32db2813519568D65c8158952A03Dc9a5Ae


